T n\a |2 < 1, 72 = 1 which implies that a = 0(1)71' as n -> 00. Clunie and Pommerenke [3] have shown that this result is not best possible and that a = Oil)n~ ' 2~ '
as n -> 00. In the other direction, Clunie [1] has given an example of a function f£ S satisfying na > n for 8 > 0, and infinitely many 72. The correct index of 72, the so-called Clunie constant, is unknown. was shown that it f £ Bio), with fiz) = z + 2°°_0 a z~n, 0 < a < 1, and / and g have no zeros in y, then na = O(l)(log n) ' as n -> oo. We shall show that the logarithmic factor can be removed, giving the best possible estimate na =0(1) as 72 -> oo. We prove in fact: Theorem 1. Let f, gel, with fiz) = z + S°°_0 a z~n, and suppose that both f and g have no zeros in y. Then if for 0 < a < 1
for z £ y, na = 0(1) as n -> oo.
Note that the result is proved for a wider class than /3(a), since g need not necessarily belong to X . We do however still require that / and g have no zeros in y.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we require the following result, which is of interest in itself. and so for n > 2, choosing r = (1 -l/n)-' , we have na = 0(1) as 72 -> oo.
